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ABSTRACT 
The area of concern addressed by this thesis is the development of a 3-D visual 
simulation to aid in the testing of ground detection and foot placement algorithms for an 
articulated walking robot's foot pads on uneven temrin. 
Several collision detection algorithms and terrain mapping techniques were studied to 
determine which approach would lend itself readily to the rapid detection of initial ground 
contact and the reqillred orientation needed to place each foot fmnly on the ground. 
As a result of these studies. a real-time, realistic and aesthetically pleasing graphical 
simulation for the testing of control software for articulated walking machines has been 
developed which utilizes the Silicon Graphics 3-D visual simulation toolkit, Performer. 
Not only is rapid ground contact sensing and foot orientation possible.. it is accomplished 
without using extraneous data structures making the algorithm generic enough to use on 
any terrain model. 
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Aquarobot (Figure 1) is a 6 legged articulated walking robot developed by the Port and 
Harbour Research InstilUte of Japan (PHRI), for the purpose of surveying the construction 
of an undersea rock mound seawall foundation. This seawall is being built to protect 
Figure I: Aquarobot Being Lowered into Yokosuka Bay 
portions of Japan's coastline from tidal waves (tsunamis). which have inflicted severe 
damage and loss oftife in the past The primary functions of Aquarobot are to: 1) measure 
the flatness of the rock mound which will support a caisson barrier. and 2) survey the 
placement of the cement caissons utilizing its on-board camera. 
After completing several successful inspections. it was determined that human divers 
could perform the surveys more cost effectively than AqUilrobol due to the number of 
people needed to lower. contrOl, and recover Aquarobot using the current vehicle software 
and "man in the loop" operational concept [Ref. I J. 
B. NPS INVOLVEMENT 
The Naval Postgraduate School, under a grant from the National Science Foundation 
(NSF), is developing gait algorithms to increase the speed and improve the efficiency the 
Aquarobot. A long range goal of this project is to achieve fully autonomous operation of 
Aquarobot and similar vehicles (Ref. 2, 3]. 
To ensure that new software is performing correctly prior to actual use, a graphical 
simulation is being developed to test all foreseeable situations. Once the software has 
performed adequately in a controlled graphical environment, then it will be tested on the 
actual Aquarobot. 
Figure 2 depicts the latest 3D model of Aquarobot in a simulated underwater 
environment. Even though this is the correct environment for the robot. the simulated 
murky water makes the robot more difficult to see and slows down the simulation. For these 
reasons, the simulation results shown in the remainder of this thesis have the appearance of 
being performed on dry land, when in actuality the robot behaves as if it were in an 
underwater environment. 
C. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 
Chapter II is a brief history of the advances computer simulation has taken in becoming 
a tool for project development. Also included is a look at where walking robots stand today 
and a survey of work accomplished by individuals previously involved with the Aquarobot 
project at the Naval Postgraduate School. Chapter m discuses the software tool Performer 
which is used to enhance the graphical simulation and provides a description of the 
graphical model Chapter N describes environment modeling and terrain identification. 
Chapter V deals with the algorithms used to detect foot contact with the ground and with 
the orientation of Aquarobot's foot pads to confonn to uneven temrin. Chapter VI is a 
complete description of the simulation and its use. Chapter vn presents the conclusions of 
this research and recommendations for follow on work Appendices A and B contain 
program code. Appendix C provides a description of a NPSGDL to PeIfonner loader. 
Source code for this loader can be obtained by contacting the author. 
II. SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORK 
A. WALKING MACHINES 
Researchers began seriously investigating the use of terrain-adaptive vehicles around 
1970 for the purposes of off-road transporration, space assembly and forestry [Ref. 4J 
The majority of walking machines today an: research prototypes limited to navigating 
smooth, non-compliant surfaces. [Ref. 5] discusses the first legged vehicle model to 
incorporate foot slippage and sinkage and foot placement on rocks. uneven surlaces and 
slopes. 
Aquarobot is the fmt walking machine constructed for a specific purpose, the 
inspection of an undersea rock wall foundation off Japan's coastline [Ref. 6]. 
B. GRAPHICAL SIMULATION 
Using computer simulations to aid in the testing of products is by no means emerging 
technology. But the idea of creating a virtual environment for the testing of a product before 
the product is even built is relatively new [Ref. 7]. 
C. PRIOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE AQUAROBOT PROJECT 
The Naval Postgraduate school first got involved in the Aquarobot project in 1992. 
Since then it has been the subject of four masters theses (including this one), one Ph.D 
dissertation and numerous papers. Current researeh is divided into two distinct categories, 
control software and simulation. 
1. Control Software 
New control software is being developed which will increase the speed and 
effICiency of Aquarobot's motion (gait). The gait currently used is a discrete tripod gait. 
'Three legs are moved in a group and the torso only moves when all six feet are on the 
ground. The new gait algorithm (wave gait) allows for the control of individual legs to 
maintain a "smooth and dynamic trajectory" of the torso [Ref. 8], and takes optimal 
advantage of the range of motion for the legs while maintaining a sufficient maI!!in for 
stability [Ref. 1]. 
2. Simulation 
[Ref. 91 establishes a kinematics model based on the Modified Danevit-
Hartenberg (Craig) method of representing articulated joints. This model was then used in 
the development of the simplified dynamic simulation which models the DC motors that 
control the motion of the joints [Ref. 10]. A complete hydrodynamics model is being 
developed [Ref. 11] which will provide the base line data to verify the dynamic simulation. 
This is necessary since it is unluckily that the hydrodynamic simulation will run in real-
time. 
The work presented in this thesis develops a 3D simulation to display the results 
of the dynamic simulation. It also deals with the issue of detecting foot collisions with the 
ground and foot pad orientation on uneven terrain. 
III. GRAPHICAL SIMULATION USING PERFORMER 
IRIS Performer is a 3D software loolkitdevelopcd by Silicon Graphics Inc. (SOn for 
developing real-time visual simulations on their graphics systems. Performer combines an 
application programming interface (API) with a high-performance rendering library to take 
full advantage of the advanced hardware improvements of SOl's Reality Engine visual 
simulauonsystern(Rcf.121 . 
There is no provision for off-line storage of this visual database, so a conversion 
program must be used to create the run-time strucrure from some other database fonnat. 
The current implementation of the Aquarobot Simulator uses a locally developed visual 
database called NPS Graphical Description Language (NPSGDL2) to describe the 
articulated pieces which the robot is comprised of. A loader then reads the NPSGDL2 
descriptions, converts them to Perfonner format. and stores them in memory for later 
rendering. The NPSGDL2loader is discussed in detail in Appendix C. lbe graphica.l model 
is further discussed in Section D. 
A. HIERARCHICAL DATABASE STRUCTURE 
Performer uses a spatiaUy organized hierarchica.l database structure that is created at 
run-time for scene management. A hierarchica.l visual database is a tree-like structure 
which contains all of the transformations and geometry needed to render a 3D graphics 
image. A node may have more than one parent which prevents the database from being a 
true tree. Figure 3 describes a simplistic Perfonner database. 
1. pfSce nc' 
A pfScene is the root node of the visual database It functions in the same manner 
as a pfGroup with the exception that it can not be a child of any other pfGroup. 
I. All Perfonner types and functions begin with 'pr' fQ indicate it is a Performer feature. 
Figure 3: Simple Performer Hierarchy 
2. pfGroup 
A pfGroup is a branch node in the visual database and can have any other type 
of node as a child except for the pfScene node. It is used to group other nodes in the 
database spatially. A pfGroup may share infonnation with another pfGroup. This allows 
multiple instances of a model at different locations and orientations while only having a 
single model description in memory at run time. 
3. pfGeode 
A pfGeode (Geometry Node) is a leaf node that contains the graphics 
infonnation which defines the visual sirnulation. A pfGeode is comprised ofpfGeoSets and 
pfGeoStates which are described below. A pfGeode may have more than one parenL 
B. II'dPLEMENTATION 
To have a better understanding of the grapbical model of Aquarobot and of the foot 
placement algorithm, it is beneficial to comprehend a few of the types. structures and 
functions that Performer provides. For a more complete description of Performer see [Ref. 
12,13]. 
1. pfSCS 
A pfSCS is a Static c.oordinate ,System. Position, orientation. and scale 
transfonnations can be applied when a node is added to the visual database. Since this is a 
static coordinate system. these transformations are only applied once. This allows 
instancing of a single model at several locations within the virtual world or allows for the 
placement of articulated parts so that movement of these pans can simply be done with a 
rotation about the joint axis. A pfSCS is a type of pfGroup. 
2. pIDCS 
A pfDCS is a Dynamic Coordinate ,System used to translate and rotate objects at 
run-time. These nodes are used for all object movement, from articulated parts, to actually 
moving objects arotmd in a virtual world. ApfDCS is a type ofpfGroup. 
3. pfGeoSet 
A pfOeoSet ("Geometry Set") is a collection of like g~. The elements 
within a pfGeoSet are called primitives and may be any one of points, lines, linestrips, tris 
(3 sided polygons), quads (4 sided polygons), or tristripi3. Primitives are described using 
vertex lists which may be indexed or not indexed depending on whether or not memory 
needs to be conserved. 
4. pfGeoState 
A pfGeoState describes the graphics state for the pfGeoSet for which it is applied 
to. The state describes such features as ma.teriaJ., textures, texture environment and 
transparency. 
2. Like geometryrefels to acoIlection ofpIimitives which are oflhesamc Iype. and have Ihc same 
stateinfonnalion. 
3. A tristripis a colleclion ofthreesided polygons spccifi.edby a scqucncc of tbe three mostreceDt 
vertices. 
5. pfSeg: 
A pfSeg is a non-graphical line segment described by a starting position, a 
direction and a length. These line segments, or intersecting rays, are used for intersection 
testing with the stored geometry. 
6. pflsect 
A pflsect is a structure which contains information about the geometry that a 
pfSeg intersects with. The structure definition is included at this time for completeness. A 
more thorough discussion will be given on the data actually used in Chapter IV. 
typedef struct ( 
long flags; 1* intersection and structure validity */ 
long segnum; 1* thenumbet of the segment that has intersected"'/ 
pfSeg seg; '''' description of segment that has intersected "" 
pfVec34 point; ''''pointofintersection *' 
pfVec3 nonn; 1* normal at intcrsectionpoint "" 
long tri; 1* index of triangle in the primitive */ 
long prim; 1* index of primitive in the geoset *' 
pfGeoSet* gset; 1* pfGeoSet of intersection */ 
void* userdata; 1* data for user in callback */ 
pfMatrlx5 xform; /* transformation to word coordinates */ 
}pfIsect; 
7. plPlane 
A pfPlane is a structure which describes a non-graphical, 2-D, infinite plane 
which is used for intersection testing. A pfPlane is created using a point and a normal: 
pjMakeNormPtPlone(pJPlane "'tlst, pfVec3 norm, pJVec3 pos) 
or it is created using three points which will define any plane: 
4. A pfV\:c3 isananayof3fioats 
S. ApfMatrix is a4X4 army offtoalS. 
pJMakePtsPltmll (pJPkme *dst, pfVec3 ptl, pjVec3 pt2. pJVec3 p13) 
8. pfCylinder 
A pfCylinder is a non-graphical cylindrical volume used for intersection testing. 
It is defined as: 






A pfCylinder can be constructed to encompass a group of pfSegs. This allows 
for a more rapid intersection determination since the pfSegs only intersect the geometry if 
the pfCylinder does. A single test with the cylinder can be perlonncd prior to testing 
individual segments. Figure 4 shows a pfCylinder around 4 pfSegs. 
Figure 4: A pfCylinder around piSegs 
The pfCylinder is created using: 
pfCylAroundSegs(pfCylillliBr *d8t, pjSeg **SIIgs, 10", meg) 
where nseg is the number of segments to be encompassed by the cylinder. A maximum of 
32 piSegs may be defined. 
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C. COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Performer utilizes an onhogonal coordinate system with the X axis out of the screen, 
the Y axis to the right and the Z axis up. This differs fro m the conventional robotics 
coordinate system where the X axis is Nonh (right), the Y axis is East (out of screen) and 
the Z axis is down. 
In order to ease the incorporation of Ihe motor dynamics simulation [Ref. iOJ and the 
hydrodynamic simulation [Ref. 111 with the graphical simulation, it was necessary to 
transform the graphics coordinate system into the robotics coordinate system. This can be 
done in twO ways. The rlIst is to manipulate the view volume [Ref. 10] which changes the 
world coordinate syStem. Doing this, makes the simulation difficult to combine with other 
graphics simulations and thus minimizes its portability. 
The second method is to isolate the Aquarobot simulation from the graphics 
environment. This allows the control algorithms to perform joint rotations and center of 
body translations and rotations using conventional robotics notation while allowing the 
robot to move in a conventional graphics world. 
1. Joint Axis Notation 
In robotics, there is also a set notation for the manipulation of articulated links. 
The X axis is the common normal from the inboard joint axis (closest to center of body) to 
the outboard joint axis. The Z axis is along the axis of rotation for the inboard joinl and the 
positive direction is chosen to be which ever is beneficial to the implementor. The Y axis 
is onhogonal to the X and Z axes using the conventional right hand notation (Figure 5). 
~ 
~ L X 
V .. . nr-
Z friooatd 
Figure 5: Robotics Joint Axis Notation 
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D. AQUAROBOT CONSTRUCTION 
Aquarobot consists of a cylindrical torso, si:-; articulated legs, an articulated camera 
boom, and a 100 meter tether cable which connects the robot to a suppon vessel (not 
shown). Each leg consists of four links. a shoulder. an upper leg. a lower leg, and a foot 
pad. The camera boom consists two links attached to a rotating base at the top of the torso 
(Figure 6). 
Figure 6: Graphical Representation or A quarobot 
The Aqunrobot model was constructed by hand using technical drawings and 
photographs as a guide. Each articulated piece was brok.en down into a set of polygons and 
12 
then stored in a visual database, NPSGDL. Performer was then used to defme an articulated 
system in which to display the models. 
1. Performer Node Structure 
Depicted. in Figure 7, is the tree structure for the torso and ODe articulated leg of 
Figure 7: Performer Node Structure for AqlUll'Obot 
Aquarobot. The tree is comprised. of static coordinate systems (plSeS), dynamic 
coordinate systems (PfDCS) and pfGeodes., which contain the models for each of the five 
13 
different articulated pieces.6 The numbers adjacent to arcs indicate the number of branches 
being represented. AU nodes on a branch are duplicated the indicated number of rimes 
except for the pfGeodes. Models need only be stored once and may be referenced many 
times. 
a. Articulations 
When constructing aniculated links, the pfSCS is necessary to translate 
and/or rOtate the local coordinate system from joint to joint in order to achieve a coordinate 
system at the next joint in succession that is oriented with the Z axis coincident with the 
axis of rotation (Figure 8). The pfDCS is then used to perform a single Z axis rotation which 
x 
~ 
Figure 8: Coordinate Systems for Torso and a Typical Leg With Foot Pad 
6. TIle camera boom was omitted for simplicity 
will place the leg in the desired orientation. Figure 9 shows the orientation of the local 
coordinate systems after being rotated. 
Figure 9: Local Coordinate Systems After Being Rotated 
b. Torso Local Coordinate System 
The top pfSCS establishes the correct orientation for the IOrso 's local 
coordinate system. It is achieved by performing two successive rotations: a 90 degree 
rotation about the Z axis and a 180 degree rotation about the Y axis, and performing a single 
matrix multiplication. This transforms Performer's coordinate system into a robotics 
coordinate system. The torso plDCS is then used to translate and rotate Aquarooot 
throughout the graphics environment. 
Foot Pad Local Coordinate System 
The foot pad coordinate system is unique in that the position is determined 
by the orientation of the previous links and the orientation is determined by the terrain 
IS 
characteristics. If the coordinate system was linked to the lower leg. all previous rotations 
would need to be removed from foot's pfDCS in order for the foot orientation algorithm to 
place the foot correctly (the algorithm assumes a non rotated coordinate system initially). 
So in order to maintain an initial non-rotated coordinate system for the feet. it was decided 
to attach the coordinate system to the world. This does have a potential drawback. Since 
the foOl 's position is based on the world coordinale system. the foot position calculated 
from the gait algorithm must be transformed to world coordinates. The simplistic gait 
algorithm used in this research was originally designed in world coordinates, so this 
transformation wasnOI necessary. 
2. Joint Limits 
Each limb has a physical joint limit which prevents the limbs from bending too 
far. The control software has a joint limit also, which is used to try and prevent the use of 
the physical Stops. To ensure the new control software is performing correctly, physical 
stops in the graphical model were not incorporated. 
a. Ball Joints 
The ball joint has a physical limit as well. Unlike the other joints. when this 
limit is reached. the foot pad will begin to tilt in the direction the leg is going (Figure 10). 
Figure 10: Motion of Foot When Joint Limit is Reached 
This limit is not controlled by the gait algorithm since it is determined by both the foot 
orientation on the ground and the leg pOSition. Reaching this limit causes the foot position 
to change which then needs to be relayed to the gait algorithm so a new leg position can be 
calculated. This feedback is beyond the scope of this research and is left for future work. 
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IV. ENVIRONMENT MODELING FOR FOOT PLACEMEN r 
The first Aquarobot simulation was limited to traversing on flat terrain. The moving 
feet continued to move until they reached aknown plane, then the next set affect would be 
moved. The actual robot has sensors in the ball joint of each foor to signal ground contact. 
When a foot touches ground, and is exerting enough force to suppon the robot. the control 
software knows to stop the vertical motion of that foot and can continue on with the gait 
pattern. The first step in trying to simulate the functionality of the foot sensors is to 
establish a terrain on which to walk. 
A. TERRAIN MODEL 
There are many different types oftenain throughout the world. many of which are only 
traversable by some sort of legged creature. Since an exhaustive model displaying all the 
types of terrain is difficult to achieve, not to mention being beyond the scope of this thesis. 
a simplified terrain representing certain features was designed to test the foot placement 
algorithm. 
1. Characteristics 
Figure 11 illustrates the different characteristics portrayed in the terrain model. 
The foot pad shows the relative size of a foot compared to that of the temrin. Each of these 
terrain types have unique characteristics which must be overcome by the foot placement 
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algorithm (Discussed in Chapter V). The rolling hills model is the most simplistic and was 





Figure 11: Dift'erent Terrain Types Used in Terrain Model 
B. LIMITATIONS DUE TO GAIT ALGORITHM 
The simplistic gait algorithm used while testing the simulation had some strict 
limitations imposed upon it since it was originally designed for flat terrain. The vertical 
range of the footis 0 to 20 em, so the temrln must be modeled within this range. The torso's 
height is fixed. If the temrln rises, the upper leg's joint angle will increase and the torso will 
be closer to the ground. 
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C. TERRAIN IDENTIFICATION 
A useful feature provided by Performer is the ability to assign a unique 16 bit 
hexadecimal identification number to each node. This ID. known as a traversal mask. is set 
by the Performer function: 
pjNodeTravMask (pjNode -node, long which, ulong mask, 
long selMode, long bitOp) 
The node specifies which node in the scene to begin with when determining how to 
assign the traversal mask. The which value identifies the traversal type thaI the mask: is for. 
The setMode indicates if the mask: is to be assigned to the node, the node's descendents or 
both. The bilOp is used to set the node's mask:. or change a pre-existing one. 
When a traversal is executed (either draw, cull, or intersect), a bitwise 'AND' is 
performed between the mask of the traversing function (Chapter V, Section B), and the 
traversal mask of the terrain. lfthe result is non-zero, the traversal is continued to the nodes 
descendents. If the result is zero, the branch is pruned and the traversal continues on to a 
sibling, if one exists. shows the results of distinguishing between different terrain types. 
Figure 12: Aquarobot Standing in Water 
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D. UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENT 
The undersea environment in which Aquarobot operates in can be simulated 
using Performer's environment effects function for fog. Though this gives a fairly accurate 
impression of being underwater. this effect is only used for demonstration purposes. The 
fogging effect places a serious drain on the haxdware and slows the simulation 
E. RESULTS 
The limitations on the terrain traversed in the simulation bas no bearing on the 
functionality of the foot placement algorithm to follow. Terrain limitations are a result of 
limitations imposed on the gait algorithm. The foot placement algorithm is generic in 
nature to work with any gait pattern. 
V. GROUND CONTACT DETERMINA nON 
Performer has two features which significantly enhance the ability to determine when 
twO graphical objects come in contaCI with each other. These are bounding volumes and 
intersecnng rays. 
A. BOUNDING VOLUMES 
A bounding volume is an imaginary space which encompasses an object (Figure 13). 
Figure 13: Bounding Box for an Upper Leg 
Performer has five different types of bounding volumes, these are boxes. spheres, 
[rustrums, half space, defined by a pfPlane (Chapter III, Section B), and cylinders. 
When an intersection test is performed between two bounding volumes, the results are: 
NointcIsection 
• Partial intersection 
• Complete intersection: One volume completely inside the other 
These limited responses do not allow for the positioning of one volume against another, so 
volumes are inadequate ror the orientation of the foot pads on uneven terrain. 
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Another drawback to using bounding volumes is that they must be axially aligned. If 
the object's coordinate system is not coincident with the world coordinate system. the 
bounding volume does not give a true representation of the bounded object. 
EE -
Figure 14: Growth ora Bounding Volume 
Figure 14 illustrates the expansion of a bounding volume when the object it 
encompasses is rotated 45 degrees. Since the bounding volume grew from one square inch 
to two square inches. half of the intersections with this object will be false (solid grey area 
represent false collisions). These are unacceptable results in a visual simulation. 
B. INTERSECfING SEGMENTS 
As previously mentioned. Perfonner utilizes piSegs, non-graphical line segments. to 
test the scene geometry during the intersection traversal of the node structure. These 
segments are projected from a desired position for a given direction and distance. 
Intersection testing is accomplished using the Perfonner command: 
pjSegsJseclNode(pJNode *node, pjSeg **segs, long nseg, long mode, 
ulong mask.pjCylinder *bcyl, pjIsect *isects, 
long (*discFun.cXpjIsect *isect)) 
The traversal begins at the specified pfNode, and all descendents are checked for 
imersection with the nseg number of pfSegs. Perfonner allows up to 32 pfSegs to be 
specified for any intersection routine. To reduce traversal times. a pfCylinder is specified 
which encompasses the pfSegs (see Chapter ill, Section B). 
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For each pfSeg which successfully intersectS the geometry, the intersection traversal 
returns information which is stored in an array of nseg pfIsect structures (see Chapter m. 
Section B). The only information currently being used is the terrain height (Z position in 
local coordinates) and the transformation roam. This maoix is necessary to conven the 
height infonnation to world coordinates so it may be used by the foot orientation algorithm. 
The mask is used to identify which type of geometry the intersection test is for. This 
allows Aquarobot to distinguish between stepping on hard ground and water, and perform 
accordingly. 
The discFulU: is a discriminator callback function which is invoked upon all successful 
intersections. This is a user def"med function which provides a more powerful means to 
control intersections than with the mask test alone.. Currently. this option is nOt being used. 
Performer has provided the desired tools to extract the necessary infotmation from any 
graphics scene. We must now detem:rine how best to utilize these tools to obtain a realistic 
simulation that runs in real time. 
1. A Single Center Segment 
The first attempt at getting the foot pads to contour to uneven terrain was to 
project a single segment from the center of the foot in the -Z direction (that's +Z in the 
conventional robotics coordinate system) and determine the XYZ coordinate and the 
normal P at the point of intersection. This data was then used to set the height and 
orientation of the foot pad (Figure 15). 
a. Results 
This method was very rapid and worked well when the terrain was designed 
with large sloping primitives (polygons) and the nonnals between two adjacent primitives 
did not differ very much. When this method was used with step changes in height. the visual 
results were displeasing (Figure 16). 
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Figure 15: Foot Placement With a Single Segment at the Center ofthe Foot 
Figure 16: Result or Using a Single Segment From the Center or the Foot 
2. Multiple Segments 
The next approach in determining foot placement evolved fro m the fIrst. 
Multiple intersecting segments were organized in a manner to extract more infonnation 
from the terrain while taking maximum advantage in the use of Perfonners pfPlane 
(Chapter III. Section B), 
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Foot Pad Divisions 
The intersection segments (pfSegs) are arranged in three groups ~hich 
divide the foot pad into equal sectors of 120 degrees. Figure 17 shows the general pattern 
used for the placement of the intersecting segments. 
Figure 17: Placement of Segments 
This pattern allows for the 100% detection of objects which are greater than 
20 cm in diameter. Objects less than 20 crn may go undetected by the simulation if stepped 
on in just the right manner. The shaded area of Figure 17 depicts the "dead zone" of the foOl 
pad where objects will be undetected. 
b. Creating an ArtifJCjaJ Plane 
Dividing the foot pad into 3 sectors was chosen on the concept that any 3 
non-linear points define a unique plane. If the highest identified point from each sector is 
used, a plane can be defined on which 10 place the foot. Thus the orientation problem is 
reduced down to the single segment solution. This approach eliminates the problem shown 
in Figure 16, but is still not adequate enough for an accurate simulation (Figure 18) . 
• 'igure 18: Foot Orientation Using an Artificial Plane 
Correcting the Artificial Plane 
Once an artificial plane has been established, it is necessary to examine the 
foot pad oriented to this plane and check for collisions with the surrounding geometry. if 
such collisions exist, then it is necessary to recompute the artificial plane. Here is a 
description of the algorithm used for foot placement on uneven terrain: 
Determine the highest p<lint in each sector of a foot pad. 
Create a piPlane (Chapter m, Section B) using the three highest points. 
Determine the height of the pfplane at the center of the foot pad. 
Set the foot pad to conform to the piPlane height and orientation. 
Calculate the height at each of the locations used to project the pfSegs based on 
the new orientation. 
• Compare the height at each location with the actual ground height returned from 
the intersection test. 
• For each sector, if the ground height is greater than the foot pad height, find the 
point with the greatest difference and substitute this point into the pfPlane equation to 
determine a new plane. 
Set the foot pad to the corrected pfplane orientation. 
d. Results 
After a single iteration of adjusting the ground plane, the simulation was 
able to overcome the previous two anomalies and produce a fairly accurate simulation 
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(Figure 19). But this method too has itS drawbacks. When traversing terrain that contains 
Figure 19: Final Foot Placement 
raised obstacles that lie perpendicular to one of the lines that divide a foot pad, a unique 
situation arises if the three contact points for determining the anificial plane happen to fall 
on one half of the foot pad (Figure 20). 
Figure 20: Result of Having all Three Ground Contact Points on One Side of 
the Fool. 
Though, this feature is not visually or physically correct. it does not 
invalidate the simulation as a tool for testing the control software. The visual simulation 
still setS the foot'S ground cOnlactfJag to infonn the gait algorithm to stop moving the foot 
independent of the foot's orientation. 
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3, Speeding Up the Process 
Other than defining a pfCylinder to speed up the intersection traversal of the 
terrain node, two flags were added which reduce the number of times the intersection 
traversal is performed. The first is a ground contact flag. If the foot is on the ground, then 
the routine for foot placement is not necessary. The second flag defines foot vertical 
motion. Gteclcing to see if the foot is touching the ground is only necessary if the foot is 
being lowered. These two flags caused the simulations execution time to increase from 15 




The Aquarobot simulation is a real-time, 3·D computer simulation running on a 
Silicon Graphics Workstation. The Simulation is currently running at approximately 30 
frames per second. Additional hardware utilized is a Spaceball1 for the position of the 
viewing volume. SOl's Dial and Button indicators for the control of the camera boom. and 
HOTAS flight control devices for Aquarobot's center of body commanded velocity 
(velocity may also be controlled using the keyboani, See Below). Software needed for the 
simulation is SOl's Performer. for its rapid drawing and intttsccting routines and the 
NPSGDL loader which enables Performer to display the models. 
L Keyboard Responses 
The following describes the keyboard responses recognized by the simulation: 
ESC key - exits from the simulation 
PI key - Displays system charactmi.stics 
F2 key - Enables or disables texturing 
F3 key - Toggles fog onIoff (underwater effect) 
The arrow keys control the velocity of the torso. The responses are 0% to 100% of the 
maximum simulation speed in increments of20%. 
1. Aspaceballisa6dcgrectoIqucSCDSingdcricc 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Work is being done to create a virtual environment for AUV's [Ref. 14] to test hardware 
and control software pedonnance in a controlled, yet realistic manner. This same theory 
may be applied to walking machines. This thesis demonstrated the ability to distinguish 
between solid ground and water, the two extremes. It is also possible to model the terrain 
to exhibit certain characteristics in between and also to model foot sinkage and slippage. I 
believe that the development of a vinoal environment that has the capability of providing 
foot sinkage and foot slippage infonnation in the fonn of reaction forces to the placement 
of the foot will enhance the development offully autonomous walling robots. 
B. FUTURE WORK 
This thesis is just the beginning of creating a complete simulation for the testing of 
control software. Other areas that need research are: 
Detecting collisions between limbs 
• Static forces acting on Aquarobot from the tether cable 
• Modeling the baIl joint limit and the feedback to the gait algorithm 
Another area of research is the integration of walking robots into defense simulations 
to investigate their use in mine hunting operations. 
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION SOURCE CODE 
/1 .................................. _ ........................................ _ ............. . 





IlNOTE: 1bis program is written in c++ utiliziD8 PelfmDer LO 
II AUTHOR: Joim Goetz 
/lDAlE: 20February 1994 
/lCOMMENl'! 









#dcfmc TERRAINJiASK. OxOOO8 
Itdefinc WA1ER...MASK QdXX)4 
Ik1efineRAYSJ'ER...SECTORlO 
#define FOOlPADJtAI)IUS nSf 
swicvoldOpcnPipeline(pfPipe*p): 
==~~~~::a;~); 






















/I Establish shared memmory before calling plConfigO so that all fOllred 









II Load in thetenainmodeifmrobotlOwalkooandaddittolhesceneas 
IllhefllStchild(indexO).ThisenablestheterrainlObeaccesscd.red:ily 
/I by me ground conUItCt algorithms. 
tenBin=rea,UcmlinO; 
pfAddChild (scene, terrain); 
" 8uildthcAquarobotmodcl 
aquabase '" pfNewDCSO: 
aquarobotl = build_3Quarobot(aquabase. DCSlink. DCScamboom); 
I/Addtherobottolhesc= 
pfAddChild (scene,aquarobotl); 
/I Configure and open a graphics pipeline 
:fi~~petine); 










plChnnNearFar(cban. O.lf. 6OOO.0f); 
ptchanFOY(chan. 45.ot'. -1.0!); 
II :ffl~~~:J=~~':wj.::~.~~rO.Of); 
pfSetYec3(Sbared->view.xyz. 650.or. O.Of. 2O.0!); 
II Creatcaneanh/skymode1thatdrawsskyandhoriron 
eSky 0: ptNewESky(); 
pfESkyMode(eSky, PFES_BUFFER_CLEAR, PFES_SKY _CLEAR); 
pfChanBSky(chan. eSky); 
II pfChanTravMode(cban, PFCUU._ VIEWtPR:UIL_GSET. NULL); 
1/ This pfSync and pfFramc are necessary 10 establish the graphics scene so 











/* Go to sleep till nextftame time"l 
pfS-; 
/*SetviewparameterS."1 







pfSetVec3(Sbared·>view.bpr. 9O.or. O.Of.O.OI): 












/* negotiarc with window-manager'O, 
scmselect(O): 
......... 0: 




if( int(getgconfig(GC...,MS_SAMPLES» > 0) 
isetdepth (getgCOn6g{GC..MS-ZMrn), getgCOnftg(GC..MS...zMAX)); 
.~ 












'"",uer = ptN~wFog(pfGetSharedArena()); 

































jJBuiliLaquarobotselS theDCS'ssothalall the legs areconnected.. 
IIThisdoesnolsetlheinilialposrure 




pfGroup *upper_legH. *uppeOegM; 











J+ The torso imaaeisdefind wilhtheXaxiscommingoutoflhebottomofthe 
robot (this is the gl Z axis) so itmust berowcd 90 deg about the Y axis 
COl it 10 beorieruedproperly. *J 
pCMakeRotMat(rounat. 9O.Of, o.oc. nor, l,IX): 




1* Rot:Jt~ and !I:llIslare shoulder so it will be rendered correct]; ~I 
1'{:\fakdZotM.l!(rot_mat..(float)1*60.0f.0.0f.0.Of.1.0f): • 
i'1":\1ake I r,ms:\1at(trans_mat, LINKOLENGrn. O.Of, O.Of): 
ptPre;\!uIL:\fm(rot_mat.trans_mat); 
Ih'HllderSCS[1 '" pfNewSCS(rocmar): 
," AJd DC'S !othe5C5 so the shoulder can muve *,' 
DCSlink[J][O] '" plNewDCSO, 
shouldcrLOD = pfNewLOD(): 
pfLODRange(shoulderLOD. 0,1.00: 
pa.ODRange(shoulllerLOD. 1. lOO.Ot), 





pfAddChlld( shoulderLOD. shouldcrM); 
r Translate out from shoulder DCS JO the next lInk *1 
plMakeTransMautrans_mat.. LINKiLENGrn. ON. 0.0f): 
ptMakeRotMat(rocmat, ·90.0f, 1.0f, O.Of. 0.0f); 
pfPrcMultMal(tranLmat.. rot .mat): 
upper iCgSCS[I] ",ptNewSCS(trnns_IIllIl): 
DCSh"k[,][I] = ptNewDCSO: 
uppcUegLOD '" ptNewLODO: 
pILODR:lIl~CluppedegLOD,O, tOt): 
pfLODR,Ulgc(uppedegLOD, 1, 500.0t); 
D,2,10000.00: 
_legSCS[i]): 
Slink[i][l)): II DCS to move upper kg 
_legLOD); 
pfAJdChildfupper_legLOD. uppeOegM); 
r Translate OUI from upper_legDCS to the next link *' 
prMakeTrans~1at{tranunat, LJNK2LENGTIf, O.Of, O.O[), 
lowerJegSCS[l] '" ptNewSCS(traIll!_m3l); 
DCSlmkJi1l21 = pfNewDCSO; 










r Auadl fool pad DCS'~ 10 the world nOl A'I~arobot*1 







cantela.-boomSCS[01 = ptNewSCS(trans_mal); 




pfMakeTm.nsMat{ttans_mat,4S.or. O.or. 0.0f); 
camer:lUl(lOmSCS[2] .. pfNewSCS(tIans..Jll8l); 





III end buikCaquarobot 
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void ground_cOJllacl(pfDCS "DCSlink[6][4]) { 
static I<lng nsegs = 3" RAYS_PER...SECI'OR: 
lon!li lSeCt! 
staUC pfIsec::t resuil[3" RAYS]ER_sECI'OR1: 








pfSetVec3(cyl·:>eenter. fooUlata[leg].fooU.yz[2], foouiaJa[leg).foocx)'z(O]. 
fOQLdata[leg]ioou:yz[I]); 
cyl·>hal8.ength = LINK4LENGTH; 
cyl·>ra:lius == FOOTPAD_RADIUS: 
r findintersection wilhtemlin *' 
-. pfSegslsectNode(pfGetChild(scene. 0). segment. nsegs, PFI'RA V _IS....pRlMI 




(fooUlata[leg].I'oocxyz[l]. result[O].point[2] < 9.01)) I 
orienUoot(result,leg); 
P~~~~~~&i~~f:L=I~~~itr-xyz[O], 





do(p = PFDOT_ VEC3(head, fooulala[leg].nomml): 
pfMakeRotMat(roll, (PfArcCOIi(dotp)· 9O.0f), O.Of, l.0r. 0.0f); 





I II end if statement (isecl) 
I II end ifswement(notfOOICO/llaCt) 
I II end for statement 
I II end grournLcontact 
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voidseUniliaUoot..JlOsidon(pfDCS "'DCSIink[61[4]) { 
long lISegs .. 3"'RAYSYER-SEC'I'OR: 
long isect; 













cl"'i fooUlat~~fooLxl!l] = LrnK4LENOTH; 
I PFSET_ (fooL [leg].nomaI..o.or, O.or.I.Of); 
pfMakcTransMat(foou1ata[Ie81IOOLmat. fooUJata[Ieg]Ioot.-xyz[O). 
f'oot_data[legl.fooLxyz[21 •• ~dala[leg).fooLxyt[l]); 
fI ~~8~footpad.AlwaysOOO 
head[l)=l.Of: 
head[2) .. O.0f; 
If Dctennincfootroll 
~:~~~~~\Of.O.ot); 
/I Set heading of footpad+ 90 degrees 
head.90[O)= l.0f, 
head90[1];O.Of; 









TIll" funWon ~swblishes the locruioQ and diroctioQ of tile mt~p..e~1l0n s<::~mcnt~ h"m~ 
pr()J~Lle<J from each foot 
,:dllC DtVec' !oocsegs_xyz[3]£RAYS_PER_SECTOR1: 






for (int rlseg '" 0: nseg<RAYS]ER_SECTOR -1: nseg++) ( 
pfSinCos«anglt""n>egl+(angle!2.00+(l20.0f"sect).&s,&c); 
I 
PFSET_ VEC3(foouells_xyz[sectlfnseg+ 11, -s*FOO1PAD_RADIVS. c"'FOOTPAD_RADIUS. (J.OO; 







tor lint ;~cl; 0; sect..::3: sect++) { 
I 
1m (ml nseg '" (J. nseg<RAYS]ER_SEcroR; nseg++) ( 
rp.ADD_ VEC3(segment[count]->pos. temp_veel, fooLs~gs_XYlr.'iectlrnscgl); 

















pfMalm. m2, m3; 
static float angle'" 120.Of I (RAYSYER...SECTOR· I): 
static piSeg *foot '" (pfSeg")pfMalloc(simlf{pfSeg).NUll): 
fo£(intsect",O;sect<3;m:ct++){ 
PFSET_ VEC3(COIlIlLCt...,points[sect]. O,Of, O,Of,O.O£); 
for (int nseg '" 0: nseg<RA YS....PER..SECTOR; nseg++) { 













,(pfArcCOS(doIp).9(l.Of), tOC, OM.o.O£): 
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head90[2]=O.Of. 
dotp = PFDOT_VEC3(head90, ground·>nonnal); 





:sector = sect; 
I 
sclLray = count· I; 
if (delta.....height[sect][nseg+l] <deepest) { 
deepest,.dclbLheight[sect)[nseg+ll; 
sector = sect: 



















void mOYe_camera.J)oom(pIDCS "DCSboom(3]) { 
pfDCSRot(DCSboom(O}, (float)gervalualOr(DIALO). O.Of, 0.0f); 
pfDCSRot(DCSboom{l]. -(float)gervalualOr(DIALl),O.Of, 0.00; 
pfDCSRot(DCSboom[2J. -(float)getvalua!or(DIAL2),O'of, 0.0f); 
I 
/lRead inlO memory materialsand textures used in thesimu1ation 
voidread_materialsO { 
if (LoadGDI..2("modeWmat") = NUlL) 
fprintf(stderr,"Unab1elOinilialitcmlW:rials'l!.~); 
if (LoadGDL2("models,lshowgdl.te:lltures.gdl") = NULL) 
fprintf(stdeJr,"Unableloirutializetextures\n"): 
!lIendrealCmaterials 
II Read in the terrain model and assign unique characteristics 
pfGroup· te8lUemrin() I 
pfGroup"O_dirt.*pond; 
O_din = LoadGDl2("modcls/testJloor.gdli: 
pond ;, LoadODL2("models/pond.gdl"}; 
II Setup thc intersection mask for tbe tenainrootnode 
pfNodeTtavMask(G_tiirt.PFTRAVJSECT, 
'IERRAD'{_MASK, PFlRA V ..sELF1PFIRA V _DESCENDIPFTRA V_IS_CACHE., PF _SET); 
ptNodeTravMask(pondJ'FIRA V JSECT, 
WATER..MASK.PFfRA V_SELF1PFIRAV_DESCENDIPFIRAV _IS_CACHE, PF _SET); 




1/ ......................................... _ .............................. .. 
II FILENAME.: walk.C 
II PURPOSE: Thill file contains the functions toperfonn a simplistic tripod gait 
/I 
II N01E: Thill program is written in C++ Illilirlng Perfonner LO 
II AUTHOR: WrusKrisliansenand}ohnGoctz 
/I DATE.: 20 February 1994 
If COMMENT: 
IfUPDA1E: /I ................................................................................................................................ .. 
I 













#include <iostream.h> II for Cl'fO( messages 
#include<s1dio.b> 
#inclu.de<sIdJib.h> IIforexilstml 




IIJoystickattachcd to HOTAS FligbIControlSystcmis 
I/usedfordesiredvelocityinpulforlherobot. 
II ''Ccs.H'' and "Ccs.C", written by Paul Bamam, are used 
I/for access 10 the device. 
#inc1ude''fcs.11 llforjoystickaccess 
II aquarobol definitions and g10bals passed to draw functlon 
#define_COMMON_ 
#include ''roboUlobals,h'' 
1/ LOCAL DECLARATIONS 
I/joystickstulf 
I/minimum non..zero valuerecognizcd for joystick input 
I/(smallervaluesarezeroed) 
#define JOY_MIN 0.1 
1/ Name for joystick pan 
~:-~~~Tn~RT"/dev/ttyd4 .. 
(finslllllCiate fcs object 
char·portJl&me .. JOY_STICK_PORT; 
fcsjoystick (portJlllllle,O, 0); 
I/end of joystick sluff 
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II foranglc convend0n8 (radians to/from degrees) 
#defineP13.1416f 
#define RADTODEG S7.29SSf 
-." 
-"" -." #definc LmK2SQR .. LINK2LENOTH) #defme LINK3SQR "lmK3LENGTH) 
floatdelbl,..timet lltimesincclas1upda1c 




IIXVZ center oflegs 1,3,5 (trlpod 1) 
IIXYZ ccnteroflegs 2,4,6 (tripod 2) 
int moving.Jcg..,group; /fJDsstcppingtripod(Osnonc) 
int step_in-PlOgress; J/boolean 




pfVce3 movinurouP...,goaLpo/l; I/lripod posiUOIl 
pfVec3 body...,goalJlOS; Jlrobot body position 
pfVec3 acruaLve1ocity; 
fIoaI body_distance_trus_step;// sca1ardislances 10 deIennine 
fIoatdislanceuo...,go; IIpdof5lepcomplelcd. 
IILOCALPROTQTYPES 
IIDetmnincswhicblripod will IIIkcIbc ncxl step. 
flCalculalcsandsaves goal posiIions for body and 5leppins lripod. 
void p1lULmotion(pfVec3 ~
"Increments stepping ttipodposidonfOl'ncwframe. 
void move_lJ'iporl.,group(intencLoCstep); 
I/Ca1culateslcgjointanglesfurgiven 
II robot body posidonand bipod positions. 
void caJculale.,joinLangIesQ; 
voidmove...,pcri'onnerJ)CS(pfDCS "'base. pfDCS "DCSJink[6][4]); 
II Reads joystick of an FCS object and returns the horizootal 
Z~il(a:::~~~~D.ri~~~!:~:o~~ 
/fis nonnalized. if grearer tban one and zerocd if less than JOYMIN. 




pfSetVec3(iniLroboU)().I:ition. SO.Of. ROBOT_HEIGHT. O.Of); 
/ljoystickSet\lp 
If Check to make sure !he FCS was foundondtedesiredpon 
II and !hat !he FCS is communicating correctly. 
if (!joystick.exists(»{llabortprogram 
cerr« "Unable tocommunicate withjoystick.D« endI; 
exit(O);/Iqui[ 
I 
else I f/runprogram 
IlDeadenthejoysdckpitchandrollsousercanrest 













movin!-Ieuroup = 0; 
step_inJllOSIeSS;oO; 
reset = I; 
f/initially 
l/initiailyfaJse 
II initially true 
/I initialize robot's foOl posidons 
pfSetVec)(moving...,group-Soal_pos. iniLrobot...pos(O]. LlNK.4I.ENGlH, 
init_roboLposidon[2]l: 




/linitialize robot's body posiuon 
pfCopyVec3(body...,g~--POS. iniUOOot...position): 
pfCopyVec3(robot..Jlosltion, initJOboLposition); 
for(mtleg .. O;leg<6;leg++){ 
fooulataflegJ.grolllMl-contact = lRUE; 







tptJlos[l1 = Lll'U(4LENGTH: 
tp2...,pos[l1" LINK4LENGTH; 
II Determine Iocadon of centerofbody based onjoystick:input 




float cunenuime = pfGetTuneQ; 
intend_of_step =0; II boolean uscd todetect end of step, signal to put feet down. 
if(reset) 
o1d....time .. O.Of: 
de1la..-time = currenuime - old_time: 







II save scalar value 





PFSUB_ VEC3(temp, body...,goalpos, roboLpositioo); 
distance_IO...&O = PFLENG1H_ VEC3(temp); 
if(distanc:e_IO...,go>-:delta.Jirne'"lO.Of) //r1tevemover-shootin8P 
PFSCALE.... VEC3(actuaLveloclty, (scalar_spee4ldistanceJQ...,go),temp); 
"" encLoLstep= 1; 
JlupdaJerobo!:'sbodyposition 
PFSCALE_ VEC3(temp. delIa...time, actual....ve1oclty); 





mOvc_ll,pl)d---£foup(end_oCstep): /I move the stepping mpod ~ruup 
~,IL\llJle_l()]m anglesO: II update all eighteen jointS 
mtlve_l'ert·orm~r_DCS(base. DCSlink); 1/ Set Performer DCS'; 
reset=O: 










II set goals for rest position 
pfC(lpyVec3(movinuroup....goal-POS.tplJlOS): 
pfCopyVec3(body....goalJ)OS,tpl.jlOs); 

















,'1 ,ct half ~peed 
,~al,lf_spe.cd '" O.5f· MAX_SPEED; 
I 
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"" I /I~yinrestposition(stillin"stopOldered"block) 
"i=l-leuroup = 0; 
I 
elsellscalar..speed(OI'deredspeed»O 









lldeterminegualposition for moving leg group 
pfSetV:i~~-=-r~.~~STRJDE_TIME. ordered{O],LINK4LENGTII, 
IIdctenninegoalpooitionforbody 
pfSetVec3(bodY~"'pos'lpl..,POS[OI + (S'IlUDE_TIME· ooIcred[O] /l.ot), 




11 switch groups 




1p:t.poo[2] + STRD5iLTIME'" ordelcd(2]); 
I/detenninegoalpositionforbody 
=~~j&~c.~+(J=~=if}~t&?:· 
I II end switch 
I II end if (scalaupeed = 0) 
i£(step_in..ProgreSlllllnewsrepstancd 
I If set length of step for pct completion calcu1ation 




















) PFSET3EC3(fooU:iaIa[Oj.l\Ol1II/Il,0.0f. O.Of. 1.0£); 
il(!font....data(2].growI(Ccontact){ 
fooulala[2j.grounlLcomact .. TRUE; 




PFSE'C VEC3(fooulala[4].normal, o.Of, OJ){, Lot); 
I 
foouialalOl.direction .. FOO'CUP; 
fooUiala[21.direction;; FOOT_UP; 





I/required in case body momenmm ill away from 
/lOldereddirection ofmolioo. Delays picking 
/1 up feet for nextstep until stabiIazaIion. 
{ 
pfSinCos(OtADTODEG· (PI. dislanCtUo....80 /body_distance_this_step», &s, &c~ 






















I PFSFC VEC3(fooU:lata[l].normaI, OJIf, O.Of, 1.0f); 
if(!foocdata[3].grournLcontact){ 
foot...data[31.~contact-1RUE; 
I PFSET_ VEC3(fOOLdatal3].nonnal, O.Of, O.Of, tOf); 
if(lfooUiata(S].ground_contact)( 
fooLdatalSj.glOwuU:olllact=1RUE; 
I PFSET_ VEC3(fooulala(S].nonnal, o.Of. O.or.1.ot); 
fooCdata{l].direction = FOOT_UP: 
fQOLdata{3j.direction = FOOT_UP: 
COOLdatalSj.direction .. FOOT_UP: 
JasLIp2Jtei8ht .. O.0f; 
} 
"'" I if(distaliccuo...,go<=body_distanceuJtisJtep)I,nooversboot 
I 
pfSinCos«(RADTODEG" (PI. distaliClUo...,go Ibody_distaIlClUhisJIep», &.s, &0); 
foot...lift=body_distance_this_Slep·S; 
PFS~ VEC3(1emp. (2.Of· dell1uUne).actuaCvelocity); 








III end if 
-










register inl leg: /I loop variable (0 = leg 1) 
for(leg=O;leg<6:leg++){ 
I/detcmlinejoint I posinon 
PFSEJ:Of~j~:.f:Cl~~~G'IH, 
PFADD_ VEC3(jQjntl...JlOS, robot-PQSition,lemp); 
l/detel:mineCoolposilion 
switch (leg) { 
case (0): case (2): case (4): If legs 1,3&5 on tripod 1 
ifmi:t=:l.~t!a~;::t)11 
) 
(1p1JXl'lUl >= fooCdala[leg).!oot_xp:[1]}) ( 
PFSET_ VEC3{remp. (otfseL!acbJr[Ieg"'Z]"'FOOT_RADIUS), 
O.Of. (offseljaclOr(leg"Z+I]*FOOT...RADIDS»; 
PFADD_ VEC3(foou:lala[legjlooLXP:, Ipl-pos- temp); 
if (SIep_in-PIOgICSS) 
foou:tata[leg].ground_conlDCl = FALSE: 




PFSET_ VEC3(temp, (offsetJactor(leg*2]*FOOT...RADIUS). 
O.Of, (oIIsetJaaor[leg*2+lj"'FOOT_RADIDS»; 





I II end switch 
"H~~ofn:~~;nJ=jointl 
ml= (jointI..JlOS(2)-robot-iJOSUion[2J) I/dZ 
IIstor1~t!7r:%in~r:-==~~~foot 
m2 _ (fooUlata(legl.fooLXyz[2]- jointl-P0S£2]) II dZ 
joinLani~~#i~)~-nn~~~1~m2»): 
I/delenninejoint2position 
pfSinCos(RADTODEG" «(PI"'1eg/3.0f) + (DEGTORAD" joint~(3"'1eg]». &5. &c): 
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PFSET_ VEC3(lemp, LINK.lLENGTH· c. OJIf,LlNKILENGTH '" s); 
PFADD_ VEC3(joint2J1OS.joilltl.,.pos, 1eIDp): 
lideterminelenglh~ 
II tbe third sidc oftnangle (joint 2,joint 3. foot). 
dy=jointl..JXIS[l]-foouiata[leg].fooU.yz[I]: IIYcoordina!e 
du = HYPT«Pint2..JlOS[O] - fooutalll.{legJioot_xyz[On.IIX eooMinate 
r=HYPT(dy.tz~dJ~~egl.foot..xYZ[2D>;JIZeoordinate 
II need squazes of all tbree sides fm ''law ofcosines" 
rsqr .. r*r; 
i~t~~~~fl:usingIaWOfcosiJles pfArcCoS(~QR+rsqr-~SQR)IIA3(angleOPPOSite 
1(2.0f*LINIC2l.ENGm*r» If LINK3LENGTH) 
-pfArcSin(dy/r); II-phi 
I/caleulalejoinl3ang1eusinglawofeosines 
joincangles[3*Jeg+2]", /fAr (ansle opposite r) 
pfAtcCos«(LJNK2SQR + LINK3SQR - rsqr) 
1(2JJf * LlNK2LENGnI * LlNK3l.ENGI'H): 
I Ilend fm loop 
II/end caIculatejoinUlIlgles 
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~o~ve~~~S(;ID~l\:e.PfDCS *DCSlink[6J[4]) { 
static pfMacrix m I; 
/I Move robots center of body (convet 10 robotics coordina!e syslem) 
pfDCSTrans(base. wbol-POSition[O]. wboCposition[2]. -robol..POSition[I]); 
for(intleg=O: leg < 6: leg++) I 
pfDCSRot(DCSlink[legj[O}, joincangles[3*leg]. O.or, 0.0f); 
pfDCSRoI:(DCSIink[leg)[I], joinl_angles[3·leg+ 1], O,Of,_O.Of); 
pfDCSRot(DCSlink[ieg][2], 1SO.Of + joinl.-angles[3*leg+2], O.Of, 0,0f); 
IJ Trnnslate foot into correct position (world coordinates) 
pIMakeTransMat(fonUlala[Iegj.foounal, fooCdatallegl,fooClI:YZ[O]. 
fooUIata[legJ,fooexyz[2], -fuoulala[Ieg},fooCxyz[ll); 
II If foot is in the air,keep it level and have il rotate with shouldcr 
if(!foou1ata[legj.grouruLcontacl)I 




I lJend for statement 








/I mark current d:ataas used 
joystick.clear_dataQ; 
1/~~(=~~:;~~~~O~joystick.pitchQ); 
/I write retum values 
PFCOPY _ VEC3(*ordered.. stick....direction); 
l/lendretK1JoYStick 
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IIwrinenby WmsKristiansen andJolmGoetz 
1/ 
/I Global deflDitions. variables and animation function prototypeS 
/I for aquarobot, asix legged underwaIerwalldng robot. 
1/ 
IIAquarobot·sposili.onaldataarecalcul~infuncdoos 
II and passed 1:hrough variables declared m thls hearJerlO 




















IlDefincs for foot dizectioo 
#defim=FOOT_UPO 
#define FOOTJ)OWN 1 
IIIIJI//II/II/1II11/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIII/I/II/1I1/1l 
1/ 1/ 
X~~~s:.~+~~;+a.j~~ .. ro'~11 









1/ lberobot. i.e. it can't 
/I take 2 second steps. going 400cm1sec because its legs can't 
flreach far enough 10 move the body 8 meren; per step ... 
I! 
IIlTll1Wnumrobotspeedincm/sec 
#define MAX_SPEED 33.33f f!2SDf 
~d~~s;f:rr~~~s~09~r 
J/max height foot liftedduring slep 
#define MAX_FOOT_LlFT 2O.0f IIlS.Of 
II time. in seconds. foronestep 
#defineSTRIDE_TIME l.sf //2.Of 
liThe floor fOi" the robot 10 walk on isthe plane 
IldescribedbyY=O.O. 
#define FLOOR_LEVEL O.Of 






/* link lengths "" 
#define LINKOLENOlll 3Uf 
#define LINKlLENGTH 20.0f 
#define LINK2LENGTII 520f 








IlLeg 1 is on +X axis. and legs 2 througb 6 are 
II at 60 degree incervals. 
constfloatoffsetJactor[12j=-{ 
1/ Xcomponem Zcomponent 
I/legl cos(O) sin(O) 
1.0, 0.0, 
I/Ie82 cos(60) sin(fIO) 
0.5, 0.866, 
II1eg3 cos(l20) sin(l20) 
-0.5, 0.866,. 
1I1ey,4 cos(l80) sin(l80) 
·1.0. 0.0, 
I/leg5 cos(240) sin(24O) 
-0.5. -0.866. 
II leg 6 cos(300) sin(300) 
0.5, -0.866); 
/I aqua robot's bodyposition. {X. Y,ZCOOldinaIes) 
1/ 
II Since orientation is consraru, this ls sufiicient 
/Ito totally describe thepostitionoflbebody. 
1/ 
/I aqua robot's legjointang1es. 
1/ 
II 'Ibree joint angles are defined foteachleg. 







/I current ang1e:s for all joinl8 
llle.g l • .joint 1,2..3. 
Ifleg2.JOintl.2,3,._ 






,;;-U v~ 1° 
~ v~~ 
II FUNCTION PROTOTYPES 
/I 
II Initializes allrobot global variables. positioning 
~o'fde:s=~~~~~ ":':~~DcS1ink[6J[4]); 
I/Readssystemclockandupdalesrobotposition 
II andjoint angles. 
Z~~~~~~f!~'!n~~=ronents. 
/I Returns robot to rest position. body and lripod 
/lcenrershavingequalXandZcoOldinate&.when 
lIordcredvelcx:ityisO. 
void moveJQbo«pfDCS "base. pfDCS "'DCS1ink[6](41); 
" 
" ........... _ ............................... _ ............................... _ ..................... _ ................. ... 
1/ FILENAME: SGlwindowcam.C 
"PURPOSE: This program contains the funclions for quemg devices and 
II checking~everusq~ueformouseandspaceballevents.It 
II also conlaJIlS lhe functtons for comroling the camera and focal 
II poinL 
/I 
fiNalE: This is and IRIS 3D program wriuen in C++ 
/I AUTHOR: John Goetz. 
I/DATE: 15 January 1994 
I/COMMENT: 





#define RESET 14 I/pop up menu item 
#defme EXIT IS fI pop up menu item 
#defmeRADTODEG 57.2957795If 
#dcfmeSBRATIO O.OOO4f I/spaceballrotalionalscalefaclllr 
#defme SBTRATIO O.OO8f II spaceballlmnslalionaJ. scale factor 
#defmePIE 3.141592654f 
#defme PIEOVERl I.S70796327f 
#defme TWOPIE 6.283185308f 
long lOpIIIenu: "pop up menu book 
,... .................... -.................. _ .. _ ........ _ ... _ ...... _ ............... / 
(",Function initialize ./ /"' ......................... _ .................. _-.. -........... _ .................... _ ............... / 
voidinitializeO{ 
/I Que me deviccs and keys to be used 
fI queue the redmw device 
II queue the menubunon 
/I Initialize Moose BIltIOOlIIO be Queued 
I/SpaceBall Translalein X 
D); II SpaceBall time delta 
qdevice(ESCKEY); IIExitsprogrrun 
qdevice(FlKEY); IITogg\esstatistical.infomlllliOIl 
qdevice(F2KEY); /lToggles fog 
II Set the limits for the dials to be used 
setva1U111Or (DIALO. 0, ·10000, 10000); 
setvaluaIor (DIALI. 0, -40. 50); 
setva1uator{DlAL2.0,-90,90}; 
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/"' .................................................................................. _ ............................... _, 
/*FunctionCheck:_Que ., /* .................................... _ ............................. _ ....... _ .. _ .......... _ ••• _, 
voidC~Que(SharedData '"data) I 
long device; 
long hititem; /I variable holding hit name 
sbonvalue,; flvaIuereltlmedfromtheeventqueue 
short sbvalsm;/larmy to bold spaceball values 
shon kbvab[7];" army to hold keyboard values 






ff Rechaw window ilfteTresizing. not needed ftra fixed windowsize 
case REDRAW: 
resbapeviewport(); 
"""" case MENUBUITON: II Menu se1ectioos 
if (value = 0 
{ 
/* which popup selection do we want?·' 








} II end iffO!" MENUBUITON 
break; 
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/~H*_"" •• "._* ••• U.*".""'*"" •• "" •• *".".*" •• """"*****U*o>.,"HUU,"_***U"U/ 
!*FUnClIOnl.lkub!e_view "/ 
r"_*'*~_U*U**** ......... n"""**"*"**" •• *********""*UH"_**_U**~h~*U**/ 
'()lJL.tlL"lal~ \ ww(sltort value[],pfCoord '"view) ( 
flOdtsh.ch.sp.cp,sr,cr; 
I/calcLllale(pltcil) 
if(Vlcw->hpr{l] + (valuer31 .. SERATIO) > 90.0f) 
view->hpr[IJ = 'JO Of: 
t:lse 
lf (vicw->hpr[IJ + ivaluef3]" SERATIO) < -90.00 
Vlew->hpr[l]= -90.0f: 
else 
vlew->hpr[1] +'" value[3] '" SERATIO; 
!lcalculate\roll) 
ebe:: 
11 (\ lew->hprj2J + (value[5] * SBRATIO) <·90.00 
\"lew->hjJl]21", -9O_0f: 
doe 
V!e'.\->hDlj2j += value[5]" SBRATIO: 
i/cJ.lculareiheatilng) 
If (vi~w->hpr[OI + value[4] * SBRATIO > 360.00 
vlew->~pf[01 '" l.view->hpr[O] + value[4]* SBRATIO) 360 Of: 
ci~e 
If (vlcv..->hprjOj +value[4] * SBRATIO <-360.01) 
,'~w->hpr[OI '" (view->hpr[O] + value[4]· SBRATIO) + 360.01": 
else 




II Calculate Performer Y-aXlS poslIion 
If(VlCW->xyz[lj + (va]ue[21'"ch + valuc[O]*sh)" SB1RATIO < -3000.0f) 
vlew->xyz[lJ",-3000.0f: 
,"" lf (view->xy~[lj + (value[2j*ch+ value[O]'"sh) '" SBTRATIO > 300000 
Hc",->xyzlIJ= 3000.0f; 
else 
vie",->xy,,[ll +=(vaIue[2j*ch + value[Oj*sh)· SB1RATIO; 
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IlcaJculalePcrfonnerZ·iWspooition 
if (view·>xyz[2] + value[l]" SBmAnO < S.Ol) 
view->xyz[2]=S.Of: 
,'" if (view->xyz[2j + value[ll" SBTRAno > 1000.01) 
view->xyz[2] = lOO).Of; 
,I~ 
view->xyz[2] +- value[l]" SBiRATIO; 
II Calculate Performer X-axis plsilion 
if (view->xyz[O] • (value[2J"sh - value[Ol"ch)" SBmAnO < -3000.00 
view->xyz[Oj_·3000.Of; 
,'" if (view->xyz[O]· (value[2j"sh - value[O]"<:h)" SBTRAno > 3000.00 
view->x~] = 3000.% 
"" view->xyz[O] .", (value[2]"sh - value[O}"ch)" SBTRAl1O; 
IlIendcaIcuIate_viewO 
" ........................ _ .............................................................................. _ .................................. .. 
"Fll.ENAME: loadGDL.h 
/I PURPOSE: nus program comains me functions protOtype for loading a file 
1/ 
IINom: 
/I AUTIlOR: John GoelZ. 
/lOAm: lSIanuary1994 
IlCOMMENT: 




pfGroup'" LoadGDl2(clmr'" fllename); 
#endif 
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APPENDIX C: LOADING NPSGDL2 FILES INTO 
PERFORMER 
1. PURPOSE 
The PUIpose of this loader is to enable the use of the extensive model library that has 
been created using Object File Format (OFF), NPS Graphics Description Language 
(NPSGDL) or NPS Graphics Description Language II (NPSGDL2) in Perfonner 
applications. These three fonnats differ slightly and some text editing of the model 
description is required to conven OFF and NPSGDL files into the NPSGDL2 formaL For 
a complete description of NPSGDL see [Ref. 15] 
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The loader reads a NPSGDL2 file and stores all similar geometry with the same state 
and same predraw callback. in a pfGeode .. Stare refers to the color, material. textlm: or 
texture environment. The predraw callback is discussed on page 69. When the state 
changes, the current geoset along with its state information (geostate) is attached to the 
current pfGeode. A new geoset and geostate is then created. If the state is changed 
redundantly (red. white, red, white) many times, an excess number of pfGeoscts will be 
created and will increase the traversal time for the scene. In order to alleviate this problem 
it is useful to group all polygons with similar characteristics (state) together in the model 
me 
After the entire model file has been read in, all the pfGeodes which have been created 
are attached to a pfGroup. A pointer to the pfOroup is returned to the main application for 




O_dirt = LoadODL2("models/tesUloor.gdl"); 
os 
3. PRIMITIVES 
Performer only allows fOf a few well defined primitives. These are points. lines, 
linestrips, tris (triangles), quads (quadrilaterals) and tristripsl. GDL allows lines, Tmeshes 
(triangle mesh). Qstrips (similar to tristrips except components afC quadrilaterals) and 
polygons which may have any number of sides (sides> 2). 
NPSGDL Tmeshes convert easily to Performer tristrips, Qstrips and lines were ignored 
since these features did not seem to be used very often. Polygons on the other hand are used 
extensively and the limited Performer primitives must be made to handle any polygon. For 
this reason all polygons are convened to Perfonner tristrips. Tills is accomplished by the 
loader and is transparent to the user. 
~' _ .... ;.;>,6 
t '" I j/ ",'" I f ",'" I " 
(:--'" II \\ 
"\ II //~? 
I // l 
,>/ I 
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Figure CI: Converting a polygon to a trimesh 
Figure Cl depicts a typical 6 sided polygon and how the loader breaks it down into a 
trimesh. The dashed line depicts the vertex path traversed by the loader (I, 2, N, 3, N-l, 4, 
N-2), and the solid lines depict the sides generated by the tristrip algorithm. The loader can 
conven any convex N-sided polygon 
It is not apparent, but there is a difference between trimeshes and polygons converted 
into rrimeshes. It is in the way they are indexed. Referring to Figure C I, the venices of a 
1. A tristripis a collection oflhrecsided polygons specificdby a sequenccofihethree I110Strecent 
venices. Also referred to as triangle mesh 
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trimesh would be entered in the order (1,2,6,3,5,4). The index list (traversal order) would 
be NULL, meaning the vertices will be traversed in the order they were entered. The 
vertices for a polygon would be entered in the order (1,2,3,4.5,6) and the index list would 
be (1,2,6,3.5,4), 
The loader can be changed to handle 3 and 4 sided polygons more efficiently. but this 
would require editing the model files and grouping similar polygons together to minimize 
changes in the primitive type. Redundant changes will create an excess number of geosets 
which will slow traversal time. 
4. COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Performer utilizes an orthogonal coordinate system defined with the Y axis to the right, 
Z axis up, and the X axis out of the screen. This differs from IRIS's GL (Graphics Library) 
coordinate system; utilized by OOLl; which has the X axis to the right, Y axis up, and the 
Z axis out of the screen. In order for models stored using GDL to appear correctly when 
rendered using Performer, the loader changes the order of the vertices from XYZ in GDL 
to yzx: in pedonner. 
S. MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
The NPSGDL2 commands for manipulating the model view stack: (scale, rotate, 
translate., pushmatrix, popmatrix, loadmatrix) are used by the loader to transform vertices 
to their desired location. Polygon and/or vertex nonnals are also transformed, but only by 
the rotation matrix. 
Level 0 [J§J I ROTATE IllRANSLATEI 
Levell [J§J I ROTATE IITRANSLATEI 
Level 2 [J§J I ROTATE IllRANSLATEI 
Level 9 [J§J I ROTATE I I'lRANSLATEI 
Figure C2: GDL Loader Matrix Array 
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The loader has an array of ten sets of matrices. Each matrix set consists of three 4x4 
matrices, one for scale, rotate and translate (see figure C2). When any or all of the matrices 
are defined, they are multiplied together in the order S x R x T and the resultant matrix is 
placed at the top of the array (Level 0). All vertices that follow are transformed by the top 
level mattix prior to being saved in the pfGeoset. When a puslunatrix is encountered the 
array is incremented. All three matrices of the new level are loaded with the identity matrix 
and they are ready for assignment. A popmatrix decrements the array and the previous 
matrix is returned. The loader will not allow a user to push more than 10 matrices nor pop 
more matrices than were pushed. 
LOADING A MATRIX 
The rotation matrix only allows for single axis rotations. If multiple rotations are 
desired then the loadmatrix corrunand can be used to enter a 4 X 4 homogeneous 
transfonnation matrix. The matrix is enttxed in column vector fonnat (translations in the 
last row); common in graphics; not row vector format (translations in the last column); 
which is common in robotics. 
This mattix is physically stored in the rotate mattix position of the current matrix 
level In aIder to corroct for the coOIdinate system differences between GDL2 and 
Performer. the loader transfonns the matrix to correspond to lhe Perl'ormer coordinate 
system. 
6. RENDERING A'ITRIBUTES 
Specifying the appearance of primitives may be accomplished using setcolor, 
setmaterial or settexture. If textures are used, then a texture environment must also be 
specified. Texture coordinates may be assigned in the polygon description of the model or 
automatically generated by specifying a 1exture generating algorithm. 
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TEXTURE COORDINATE GENERATION 
The GL graphics commands for antornatk:ally generating texture (texgen) 
coordinates have been placed in a predraw callback. for pfGeodes. Each time the texgen 
plane equation is changed, a new geode is created and attached to the tree with a new 
callback. For a complete description of GL's texgen function, see [Ref. 16J. 
7. COMMENTS 
Comments are allowed in the model files in eit:herCnotation/* -, or C++ notation 1/. 
S. FtrruRE WORK 







The following GDL2 commands are :recognizable by the loader. but have not been 




The loadeI has been tested successfully on several different GDL2 files. However, this 
does not mean it has survived rigorous and thorough testing. If anyone using this loader 
should have difficulties. please send email to goetzjr@scs.usna.navy.milwithadescription 
of the problem and it will be investigated. 
10. SOURCE CODE AND LmRARY 
The source code for the loader is located in /nIe1sie/W0rk3lgoetzjr/loadgdV and the 
library is h'bpfgdl.a. The library utilizes a pointer repository to reserve memory for 
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instantiating template objects. In Older for this repository to be visible by an application, 
the entire path name of the repository must be specified in the makefile. An example. of this 
is: 
C++FLAGS '" $(INCLUDES) pte.C -ptr/nlelsielw0rk3/goetzjrlloadgdllptrepository 
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